
Principles and Strategies to build a better bond with your child.
Tuesday 21 August, 6:30 - 8:30pm

The first of the workshops is with Susan Hargreaves, parenting councillor and lead facilitator of the 
Incredible Years Parenting group. She will present the principles and strategies for parents to build a 
stronger bond and teach social and emotional, as well as school readiness skills. Learn valuable parenting 
skills through a fun and interactive way.

SOS Approach for feeding problems in young children
Thursday 6 September 6:30 - 8:30pm

Lorena Kashner, paediatric occupational therapist, will present the SOS Approach for feeding problems in 
young children. This workshop focuses on increasing a child's comfort level by exploring and learning about 
the different properties of food. The program allows a child to interact with food in a playful, non-
stressful way.

Development in speech and language in young children
Friday 12 October, 6:30 - 8:30pm

Zara Kan, senior speech therapist, will present topics on development in speech and language in young 
children and strategies to build their language and vocabulary. She will also share research on the benefit 
of bilingualism and strategies to enhance the benefits.

Sleep Strategies
Thursday 15 November, 6:30 - 8:30pm

Dr. Minna Chau, Clinical Child Psychologist, will present on the function of sleep and the strategies 
to make sure your child has sufficient sleep for their developing brain to grow and maximise their 
learning.

Exciting news! We have teamed up with Sprout in Motion to bring a series of parenting workshops to our 
lovely members. These interactive workshops provide valuable techniques to support and guide parents on 

different areas - from feeding and sleep, to speech and bonding.
These popular workshops are FREE for members and $100 for each guest. Kindly note a $200 cancellation fee will be

charged per head if no show or cancelled within 24 hours. Please email info@maggieandrose.com.hk or ask at reception.
N.B. Brasserie will remain open (last call 7:30pm) to serve you dinner and drinks from our latest summer menu!
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